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Abstract
Microglial cells (MGCs) are highly dynamic and have been implicated in shaping
discrete neural maps in several systems. MGCs respond to numerous cues in their
microenvironment, including a neuronally-expressed chemokine, CX3CL1 (fractalkine). The
present study examines microglial and CX3CL1 patterns with regard to the emerging
modular-extramodular framework within the lateral cortex of the inferior colliculus (LCIC).
The LCIC is a shell region of the auditory midbrain where discrete compartments receive
modality-specific connections, whereby somatosensory inputs terminate within modules and
auditory inputs target surrounding extramodular zones. A reliable modular marker, glutamic
acid decarboxylase (GAD), enables visualization of emerging modular domains in the
nascent mouse LCIC. Developing multimodal connectivity patterns interface with its
neurochemically-defined patch/matrix-like organization. A developmental series of postnatal
GAD67-GFP and CX3CR1-GFP mice were utilized to explore the potential involvement of
MGCs and role of fractalkine signaling in establishing LCIC functional compartments.
MGCs occupy the neonatal LCIC at birth, with spatial heterogeneities and densities that
change with age and respect to the modular-extramodular framework and its segregating
multimodal afferents. MGCs conspicuously border modular-extramodular boundaries at P4P8 prior to invading modular confines by P12. CX3CL1 labeling is clearly modular at P12, in
keeping with the notion of fractalkine-mediated recruitment of microglia to modular centers.
CX3CR1GFP/GFP results suggest microglial movement into modules is delayed due to
compromised fractalkine signaling. Ongoing experiments aim to further elucidate the role of
MGCs and fractalkine signaling in refining multisensory LCIC compartments during an early
critical period.
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INTRODUCTION
I. Significance
The development of neuroanatomical structures under normal conditions is an
elaborate process involving multiple mechanisms. Understanding how the brain
establishes, refines, and ultimately maintains its connectivity are necessary first steps in
determining how certain neurodevelopmental disorders may arise, including sensory
processing and autism spectrum disorders. The midbrain is a strategically situated relay
hub the receives converging ascending and descending inputs that are largely sensory in
nature. The auditory midbrain, specifically the inferior colliculus (IC), has certain
subdivisions that receive inputs from multiple sensory systems and are involved in
reflexive and orientation behaviors (Gruters & Groh, 2012). One hypothesis for sensory
and behavioral dysfunction associated with certain neurodevelopmental disorders is that
initial connectivity maps are not sufficiently pruned during the critical period of
development, thus leaving an exuberance of connections (Leblanc & Fagiolini, 2011). It
has been speculated that unrefined circuits might underlie excitatory-inhibitory
imbalances, and thus sensory hypersensitivities commonly associated with autism
spectrum disorder (ASD) (Nelson & Valakh, 2015).
A particular non-neuronal cell type that has been heavily implicated in projection
pattern refinement and aspects of synaptic maturation in a variety of systems is the
microglial cell (MGC) (Schafer et al. 2012; Hoshiko et al., 2012; Miyamoto et al., 2016).
Microglia are yolk sac derived and are known to invade the embryonic brain (Ginhoux et
al., 2013). As the resident tissue-specific macrophage of the central nervous system, they
perform a variety of functions, including selective engulfment of under-utilized contacts
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(Paolicelli et al, 2011; Nayak et al., 2014). This activity-dependent process is thought to
govern, in part, the sharpening of discrete neural maps from an initial exuberance of
connections. MGCs use a host of signaling mechanisms to communicate directly with
neurons, as well as indirectly via other members of the glial family, namely astrocytes
(Thion et al., 2018; Vainchtein et al., 2018). Several receptor-ligand interactions are
implicated to facilitate MGC activation in response to neuronal crosstalk (Biber et al.,
2007; Eyo & Wu, 2013). One ligand of particular interest, CX3CL1 (fractalkine), is
neuronally expressed and involved in MGC recruitment. CX3CL1 is either freely
secreted, promoting MGC migration largely through chemoattractant mechanisms, or is
membrane-bound and thought to be important for promoting cell adhesion (Paolicelli et
al., 2014).
This project examines the potential involvement of microglial cells, and the role
fractalkine signaling may play, in the development of fine structure anatomical features
of the lateral cortex of the inferior colliculus (LCIC) and its multimodal connectivity. The
LCIC together with the dorsal cortex (DCIC) comprise the shell nuclei of the IC that
surround its purely auditory central nucleus (CNIC). In contrast to the CNIC, the LCIC
receives multimodal inputs that are segregated in the adult mouse (Lesicko et al., 2016).
Ongoing studies in our lab suggest this arrangement develops during the early postnatal
period from initially diffuse projections, that subsequently form discrete terminal patterns
that interface with emerging LCIC neurochemical compartments (Lamb-Echegaray et al.,
2019; Kavusak et al., 2019). Understanding the involvement of MGCs in the shaping of
multisensory circuits important for reflexive and orientation behaviors is fundamental to
advancing our knowledge of the mechanisms underlying certain neurodevelopmental
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disorders. While no studies to date have examined MGC involvement in the development
of the IC micro-organization, these cells have been implicated in the shaping of similarly
discretely-mapped regions of other well documented systems, including the barrel fields
of somatosensory cortex and visual thalamus (Schafer et al. 2012; Hoshiko et al., 2018).
II. Inferior Colliculus
The inferior colliculus (IC) is a richly innervated multimodal midbrain relay hub
that exhibits a complex, multi-level connectivity (Gabriele et al., 2011; Gruters & Groh,
2012; Lesicko et al., 2016). While the anatomical organization of the IC has been well
characterized in a variety of adult species, less is known about the mechanisms that guide
its precise circuit formation. As mentioned previously, the IC is functionally divided into
three main subdivisions, the CNIC, DCIC, and LCIC. The CNIC is by far the best studied
and its characteristic tonotopic layered arrangement has been examined throughout
development (Fathke & Gabriele, 2009; Gabriele et al., 2011; Wallace et al., 2013) and
into adulthood. In keeping with most other auditory structures, the CNIC exhibits clear
continuous mapping characteristics with a strict frequency-specific organization. In
contrast, the neighboring LCIC processes multimodal inputs with a tonotopy that is more
loosely defined (Gruters & Groh, 2012; Wong & Borst, 2019). The LCIC itself is
laminar, with three layers (1 to 3; superficial to deep) that receive converging inputs from
different sensory modalities that adhere to a discrete patch/matrix-like framework first
described in the adult mouse (Lesicko at al., 2016).
Development of LCIC modularity
Distinct LCIC compartments include a series of modular domains that span layer
2, as well as encompassing extramodular zones. This organization is conserved across a
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variety of species and was first described in the fully matured structure (Chernock et al.,
2004; Lesicko et al., 2016). Our lab has since detailed the developmental progression of
emerging modular-extramodular fields during the early postnatal period in mice. To
accomplish this, a variety of neurochemical markers were used to visualize the
developing LCIC microarchitecture (Dillingham et al., 2017). The appearance of
modular-extramodular zones coincides with strikingly similar guidance molecule
expression patterns of the Eph-ephrin signaling family (Gabriele et al., 2011; Wallace et
al., 2016; Gay et al., 2018). Taken together with data in the adult mouse showing
precisely segregated multimodal projection patterns that adhere to its modularextramodular framework (Lesicko et al., 2016), it is likely that this family of receptor
tyrosine kinases is important for instructing orderly projection maps from initially diffuse
distributions. (Fig. 1)
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of neurochemical framework, Eph-ephrin guidance patterns, and
projection targets in the LCIC. Modules are positive for GAD, EphA4, ephrin-B2 and converging
somatosensory afferents. Extramodular zones are positive for calretinin (CR) and receive auditory afferents
from auditory cortex and the neighboring CNIC. Modified from Gay et al., 2018.

Neurochemical framework
A variety of neurochemical markers have been identified that reliably label the
modular-extramodular microarchitecture of the LCIC (Dillingham et al., 2017). Among
them, glutamic acid decarboxylase (GAD), acetylcholinesterase (AChE), nicotinamide
adenine dinucleotide phosphate-diaphorase (NADPH-d), and cytochrome oxidase (CO),
all label the same set of modules in the nascent LCIC, while calretinin (CR) labels
complementary extramodular fields (Dillingham et al., 2017). This neurochemical
toolbox facilitates visualization of the emerging LCIC modularity. At birth, primitive
GAD-positive cell clustering is often observed in the LCIC, although distinct layer 2
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modules are not yet apparent. Modular fields become evident by postnatal day 4 (P4), and
clearly delineated by P8 and hearing onset, P12 (Dillingham et al., 2017). CR staining of
extramodular zones follows a similar progression, although hints of its organization are
evident at birth (Fig. 2). As of yet, no developmental mechanisms have been identified
regarding cell sorting events that yield a readily apparent modular-extramodular
framework by the end of the first postnatal week.

Figure 2. Development of distinct GAD-positive LCIC modules (green) with complementary extramodular
CR-labeling (blue) at pre- and post-hearing time points (postnatal day 12, hearing onset). Discrete modules
are not readily apparent at birth (a-c), but continue to sharpen over the first two postnatal weeks, yielding
discrete LCIC compartments (d-f). Dashed contours depict modular zone boundaries. IMB = intermodular
bridges. Scale bars in (a-c) = 50 µm, (d-f) = 100 µm. Modified from Gay et al., 2018.

Eph-ephrin guidance proteins
During development, the organization of the auditory system relies heavily on
guidance proteins to ensure the proper targeting of axonal projections prior to experience-
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dependent shaping. The Eph-ephrin signaling family, in particular, has been implicated in
instructing aspects of pattern formation from the auditory periphery to higher centers in
the ascending system (Cramer & Gabriele, 2014). Eph receptors are the largest family of
receptor tyrosine kinases and bind their membrane-tethered ligands, the ephrins. These
proteins are capable of bi-directional signaling and utilize both chemo-attractive and
repulsive mechanisms to ensure proper axonal targeting during continuous and discrete
neural map formation (Flanagan & Vanderhaeghen, 1998; Klein, 2012). Expression
patterns of various Eph receptors and their corresponding ligands have provided insights
regarding the temporal and spatial features of developing neural maps in a variety of
systems (Braisted et al., 1997; Janis et al., 1999).
While Eph-ephrin expression in the postnatal CNIC is graded and required for
appropriate tonotopic map formation (Wallace et al., 2013), expression patterns in the
neighboring LCIC are markedly different. In contrast to continuous CNIC gradients,
LCIC Eph-ephrin expression is clearly discrete, with transient modular-extramodular
arrangements. EphA4 and ephrin-B2 are expressed in a modular fashion, while ephrin-B3
exhibits a complementary extramodular pattern (Wallace et al., 2016). Although they
belong to different subfamilies, EphA4 has been shown to have strong binding affinities
for both ephrin-A and ephrin-B ligands (Gale et al., 1996). Modular EphA4 and ephrinB2 patterns were verified in a series of experiments utilizing GAD67-GFP mice that
reliably label emerging LCIC modular domains (Gay et al., 2018) (Fig. 3). EphA4 and
ephrin-B2 expression patterns align with GAD-positive modules and are complementary
to CR-defined extramodular zones (Gay et al., 2018). Analogous experiments examining
LCIC ephrin-B3 expression reveal complementary patterns to EphA4 and ephrin-B2,
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which align with CR extramodular zones and are offset from GAD modules (Stinson et
al., 2019). These Eph-ephrin members appear to be transiently expressed during early
development, correlating perfectly with the emergence of LCIC compartments and the
ordering of its multimodal afferent arrays. Each is strongly expressed form birth through
P8, prior to down regulation by hearing onset, P12 (Gabriele et al., 2011; Wallace et al.,
2016; Gay et al., 2018; Stinson et al., 2019). The temporal and spatial expression of these
proteins is highly suggestive of an instructive role in establishing LCIC modularextramodular compartments and in appropriate targeting of its multimodal afferent
inputs. Further studies in Eph-ephrin mutant lines are needed to tease out the specific
mechanisms that contribute to formation of LCIC functional compartments and
appropriately segregated processing streams.

Figure 3. Registry of two Eph-ephrin guidance molecules (red), EphA4 (a, P4) and ephrin-B2 (b, P8), with
GAD-positive modules (green) and CR-positive extramodular zones (blue). Arrowheads indicate spatial
overlap of EphA4 and ephrin-B2 expression with GAD modules. Scale bars = 50 µm. Modified from Gay et
al., 2018.
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Ascending and descending projections in LCIC
Multimodal ascending and descending projections that target LCIC modularextramodular zones have been described in the adult mouse (Lesicko et al., 2016).
Utilizing the neurochemical modular marker, GAD, inputs from auditory cortex, as well
as those from the neighboring CNIC, target LCIC extramodular domains. Conversely,
descending inputs from somatosensory cortex as well as ascending somatosensory inputs
from the dorsal column nuclei in the caudal brainstem overlap with GAD-defined
modular zones (Fig. 1). Although discrete LCIC terminal zones that complement each
other based on their modality of origin are now well documented in the adult, analogous
studies during early ontogeny that examine how developing projections align with
emerging LCIC compartments have yet to be fully addressed.
Given this gap in our knowledge, our lab has ongoing studies characterizing the
development of multimodal LCIC afferents with respect to its emerging framework. Most
recently the Gabriele lab published a systematic study that shows the developmental
progression of CNIC to LCIC projection patterns in a GAD67 knock-in mouse line
(Lamb-Echegaray et al., 2019). Inputs of auditory origin from ipsi- and contralateral
CNIC are diffuse at birth, forming extramodular terminal fields that are evident by P4,
and highly refined by P8/P12 (Fig. 4). Furthermore, preliminary data from our lab
suggest that descending inputs from somatosensory cortex are similarly diffuse at P0 and
sharpen to modular confines over the same P4-P8 period (Kavusak et al., 2019) (Fig. 5).
Taken together these data support the notion that multimodal afferents initially
intermingle in the LCIC prior to segregating into their appropriate modular-extramodular
zones.
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Figure 4. GAD67-EGFP and biocytin labeling of the ipsilateral CNIC to LCIC projection at P0 (a-c), P6
(d-f), and P12 (g-i). At P0, afferents are diffuse with no clear organization. Inputs at P6 terminate most
heavily in presumptive LCIC extramodular zones, although significant axonal labeling is also present
within GAD-defined modules (dashed contour, d-i). By hearing onset, inputs to LCIC extramodular fields
remain robust, yet labeling within modular confines is comparatively sparse to that observed at the earlier
time points (b, e). Scale bars in = 50 µm. Modified from Lamb-Echegaray et al., 2019.
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Figure 5. Somatosensory afferent specificity to modular zones during critical period of shaping at P8. GAD
modules (a, green) receive concentrated patchy axonal terminal distributions (b, red, arrowheads)
originating in the ipsilateral somatosensory cortex. Merged image in (c) shows preferential targeting of
LCIC modules by somatosensory inputs (dashed contours). Scale bars = 100 µm. Modified from Kavusak
et al., 2019.

III. Microglia
Microglia are non-neuronal cells representing 5-15% of adult brain cells and act
as the resident macrophage within the central nervous system (Thion et al, 2018).
Microglial cells (MGCs) arise from myeloid origin and delineate from the yolk sac
embryonically, invading the CNS by embryonic day 9 in mouse (Thion & Garel, 2017).
They have many important functions under both normal and pathological conditions and
have been implicated in the synaptic refinement of many systems, including the similar
discretely organized aspects of the visual thalamus and barrel cortex (Schafer et al. 2012;
Hoshiko et al., 2018). Microglia rely on several signaling cascades that facilitate
microglia-neuronal crosstalk both in the healthy and injured/diseased brain. A neuronal
signal that mediates activation state and migration of microglia is CX3CL1 (fractalkine),
with its corresponding fractalkine receptor (CX3CR1) that is exclusively expressed on
MGCs (Eyo & Wu, 2013; Paolicelli et al., 2014). Several lines of evidence suggest
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fractalkine signaling is necessary for MGC-mediated shaping of underutilized exuberant
connections in an activity-dependent manner (Paolicelli et al., 2011; Schafer et al., 2012;
Nayak et al., 2014).
Microglial cell function
As resident macrophages, MGCs exhibit a wide spectrum of roles and
responsibilities. A primary function is that of a prominent phagocytic cell, clearing
cellular debris or any identified pathogens. Microglia also serve to promote neuronal cell
death/apoptosis in certain cell populations, assist in axonal outgrowth and neuronal
migration, as well as provide cell survival signals and promote oligodendrogenesis.
Perhaps most significantly, however, they have been implicated in synaptic shaping
through synaptic pruning and synaptic maturation (Frost & Shafer, 2016; Thion & Garel,
2017; Thion et al., 2018). In postnatal mice, microglia mediate synaptic pruning in both
an activity-dependent and a development-dependent fashion (Paolicelli et al., 2011;
Schafer et al., 2012). Such sculpting was observed in both the segregated ipsi- and
contralateral inputs to visual thalamus as well as prominently in developing barrel fields
of somatosensory cortex and olfactory bulb glomeruli (Fiske & Brunjes, 2000). In the
visual system, morphological and lysosomal activity criteria suggest MGCs are more
active at younger ages, while similar assessments at the older ages show they are more
ramifies suggesting a less active or surveilling state (Schafer et al., 2012). Schafer et al.
(2012) also showed pruning occurred in an activity-dependent manner, as weaker
synapses were found more often to be phagocytized than comparably stronger
connections. When fractalkine signaling is disrupted, there is a delayed invasion of
MGCs into barrel centers (Hoshiko et al., 2012) as well as an inability of intermingling
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projections in the dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus to segregate into appropriate domains
(Schafer et al., 2012). In each instance, MGCs seem to take up a position at developing
compartmental borders as the characteristic organization emerges and are most activated
during the critical period of synaptic pruning (Fig. 6). Super resolution microscopy
techniques reveal that MGCs engulf inactive contacts and degrade them through their
lysosomal pathway (Schafer et al., 2012). Together these findings provide evidence that
MGCs play a crucial role in circuit refinement of unimodal systems in the developing
brain.

Figure 6. Microglial cell positioning in unimodal systems of barrel cortex (a), olfactory bulb (b), and
visual thalamus (c) showing characteristic patterning around developing compartmental organizations
during respective critical periods of peak synaptic pruning and circuit refinement. Microglial involvement
in pruning similar discretely mapped multimodal systems, like the inferior colliculus, during critical periods
of shaping has yet to be examined (d).
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Fractalkine signaling
Fractalkine signaling involves the neuronal expression of CX3CL1 and its
receptor CX3CR1 that is exclusively found on MGCs in the healthy brain. Fractalkine
(CX3CL1) is the sole member of the delta chemokine family, characterized by the
presence of a CX3C motif, which is three amino acids (X3) localized between two
cysteine residues (Pan et al., 1997). Fractalkine is produced in both a soluble and
membrane bound form that promotes migration and cell adhesion of MGCs, respectively
(Paolicelli et al.,2014). The fractalkine signaling pathway is critical in the developing
brain as it regulates the development and plasticity of neuronal circuits with functional
consequences on behavior, learning, and memory (Zhan et al., 2014). In CX3CR1deficient mice, increases are observed in the number of dendritic spines, the density of
postsynaptic elements, as well as impaired function in the hippocampal neuronal
populations, suggesting that this signaling mechanism is of vital importance in the
refinement and maintenance of neuronal circuitry (Arnoux & Audinat, 2015). In barrel
cortex, a system that exhibits a discrete arrangement like that of the LCIC, there is
delayed migration of microglia in mice that exhibit compromised CX3CL1-CX3CR1
signaling, leading to a transient impairment of the functional maturation of
thalamocortical synapses (Hoshiko et al., 2012). Understanding the importance of MGCneuronal interplay and fractalkine signaling in the development of the modularity of the
LCIC should provide insights regarding the developmental mechanisms that shape
multisensory circuits, and perhaps the consequences that may result if connections are not
appropriately refined during early critical periods.
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To date, very little is known about the mechanisms behind the development of the
LCIC micro-organization. The current project aims to determine (1) if MGCs
colonize the neonatal IC during a known critical period for projection shaping, (2)
whether fractalkine and MGC patterning suggests a role in multimodal LCIC
circuit assembly, and (3) whether MGC densities and migratory behaviors are
fractalkine-mediated in LCIC. Understanding their specific roles will help advance our
knowledge of how certain neurodevelopmental and sensory processing disorders may
arise.
IV. Specific Aims
Specific Aim 1: To determine presence and alignment of microglial cells (MGCs) with
respect to the developing LCIC architecture and to assess the potential involvement of
fractalkine signaling in MGC recruitment

Specific Aim 2: To explore neuronal CX3CL1 (fractalkine) expression with respect to
developing LCIC architecture and resident fractalkine receptor (CX3CR1) expressing
MGCs.
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METHODS
I. Experimental groups and genotyping of mice
Experiments were performed on GAD67-GFP (n = 29) knock-in mice and
CX3CR1-GFP mice (n = 34) (JAX 00582, Jackson Laboratories). GAD67-GFP knock-in
mice enable for easy visualization of inhibitory GABAergic neurons and serve as
experimental controls for assessing MGC location in a normally developing brain with
respect to emerging LCIC compartments. (For details on generation of this specific strain
see Tamamaki et al., 2003; permission granted by Dr. Yuchio Yanagawa, Gunma
University Graduate School of Medicine, Gunma, Japan; breeding pairs furnished by Dr.
Peter Brunjes, University of Virginia, Charlottesville, VA). A second transgenic line,
CX3CR1-GFP mice, was used to assess MGC influences with functional (CX3CR1+/GFP)
and compromised (CX3CR1GFP/GFP) fractalkine signaling, as well as enable easy
visualization of MGCs, as they express GFP in both the heterozygous and homozygous
animals. Both strains are bred using a C57BL/6J background. Equal numbers of male and
female subjects were used for each experiment. Equally spaced developmental ages were
examined beginning at birth through hearing onset (postnatal day 0, 4, 8, 12) and into the
early post-hearing period (P16).
GAD-GFP breeding involved pairing heterozygous males with C57BL/6J
females. GFP-expressing progeny were identified under a Dark Reader Spot Lamp with
viewing goggles specific for GFP visualization before P4 (Clare Chemical Research,
Cat#SL10S). The CX3CR1-GFP mouse strain requires traditional genotyping techniques
to differentiate wild type, heterozygous, and homozygous littermates. DNA isolates were
obtained from tail tissue samples for PCR amplification. Primer sequences to be used for
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the PCR amplification are as follows: wild-type forward, 5’GTCTTCACGTTCGGTCTG-3’, mutant forward, 5’-CTCCCCCTGAACCTGAAAC-3’,
and common reverse, 5’-CCCAGACACTCGTTGTCC-3’. Gel electrophoresis was used
to visualize mutant bands (~500 bp), heterozygous bands (410 bp and ~500 bp), and wild
type bands (410 bp). All experiments were performed in compliance with the NIH Guide
for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals and have received approval from the
Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (Protocol No. 20-1421).
II. Perfusion and tissue sectioning
Mice were administered a lethal dose of a ketamine and xylazine cocktail
(10mg/kg:1mg/kg; ketamine to xylazine) before being transcardially perfused with
physiologic rinse (0.9% NaCl and 0.5% NaNO2 in dH2O), followed by 4%
paraformaldehyde (pH 7.4), then a 4% paraformaldehyde and 10% sucrose solution for
cryoprotection. Brains were delicately dissected from the skull and post-fixed overnight
at 4°C in a solution of 4% paraformaldehyde and 10% sucrose. Finally, tissue was
allowed to equilibrate in a final cryoprotective solution of 4% paraformaldehyde and 30%
sucrose for an additional night before being sectioned. Brains were blocked coronally,
preserving the midbrain from caudal to rostral extremes. Sections were taking through the
IC using a sliding freezing microtome at 50μm and collected into 0.1M phosphate
buffered saline (PBS, pH 7.4).
III. Fluorescent immunohistochemistry
Tissue sections were washed three times in PBS for 8 minutes then blocked in 5%
normal horse serum (NHS) or normal donkey serum (NDS), depending on the species of
secondary antibody used, for 30 minutes. Sections were then placed in a solution with
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primary antibody (anti-Iba1, made in rabbit, 1:1000, 019-19741, Wako Chemicals,
RRID: AB_839504; anti-CX3CL1/Fractalkine, made in goat, 1:100, AF472, R&D
Systems, RRID: AB_2276839) and incubated over night at 4°C while being agitated. For
GAD67 immunohistochemistry, a monoclonal mouse anti-GAD67 antibody (clone
1G10.2, 1:100, MAB5406, MilliporeSigma, RRID: AB_2278725) was used while
employing a Species-On-Species Detection Kit (Mouse on Mouse [M.O.M.] Basic Kit,
BMK-2202, Vector Laboratories, RRID: AB_2336833) in order to distinguish between
endogenous mouse IgG presence and the applied primary antibody. Vector M.O.M.
immunodetection protocol was performed as per vendor suggestions. For single labeling
experiments, species specific biotinylated secondary antibodies were used along with a
fluorescent conjugated streptavidin amplification for fluorescent visualization (DyLight
549 streptavidin, 1:200, SA-5549, Vector Laboratories).
For double-labeling experiments (GAD67 & CX3CL1), a directly conjugated
secondary antibody was used to visualize the first primary (CX3CL1; made in goat), in
conjunction with a biotin-streptavidin detection system for the second primary antibody
(GAD67; made in mouse). After initial primary antibody incubation, the tissue was
allowed to equilibrate to room temperature for 20 minutes before being washed with PBS
for 8 minutes three times. A directly conjugated Alexa 350 secondary antibody (anti-goat,
made in donkey, 1:25, A21081, Thermo Fisher, RRID: AB_2535738) was then applied
for 1 hour before being rinsed again four times in PBS for 8 minutes. The next primary
antibody solution was added following M.O.M. immunodetection kit protocol for
GAD67 before being incubated with the previously mentioned DyLight 549 streptavidin
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fluorescent conjugate for 2 hours then rinsed three times with PBS for 5 minutes (Table
1).
Table 1. Antibody information
Antibody name

Structure of immunogen

Manufacturer info.

Concentration
used

AntiCX3CR1/Fractalkine

E. coli-derived recombinant
mouse CX3CL1/Fractalkine
Leu22-Lys105

R&D Systems, AF472,
goat, polyclonal, RRID:
AB_2276839

1:100

Anti-GAD67

Clone 1G10.2, recombinant
GAD67 protein, reacts with
the 67 kDa isoform

1:100

Anti-Iba1

Synthetic peptide that
corresponds to the Cterminus of Iba-1

Alexa Fluor 350
donkey anti-goat IgG

IgG recognized both heavy
and light chains from goat

MilliporeSigma,
MAB5406, mouse,
monoclonal, RRID:
AB_2278725
Wako Chemicals,
019-19741, rabbit,
polyclonal, RRID:
AB_839504
Thermo Fisher, A21081,
donkey, RRID:
AB_2535738

Biotinylated horse antigoat IgG

IgG recognizes both heavy
and light chains from goat

Vector Laboratories,
BA-9500, horse

1:600

Biotinylated horse antirabbit IgG

IgG recognizes both heavy
and light chains from rabbit

Vector Laboratories,
BA-1100, horse

1:600

Biotinylated house on
mouse (M.O.M.) antimouse IgG

IgG designed specifically to
localize mouse primary
antibodies on mouse tissue

Vector Laboratories,
BMK-2202, mouse

1:250

1:1000

1:25

IV. Image acquisition, sampling, and quantification
Widefield image capturing was performed on a Nikon Eclipse Ti2 microscope
(Nikon, Melville, NY) equipped with a Hamamatsu ORCA-Flash4.0 V3 Digital CMOS
monochrome camera for fluorescent imaging of separate channels (Hamamatsu,
Bridgewater, NJ) using PlanApo 10x, 20x, and 40x objectives (NA = 0.45, 0.75, and
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0.95, respectively). Filter sets (Chroma Technology, Bellows Falls, VT) were carefully
selected to ensure no bleed through between channels of the various fluorophores used.
Image capturing was performed using Nikon NIS-Elements Advanced Research
software version 5.11.01. Separate channels for each fluorophore were used for imaging,
pseudocolored, and merged. An extended depth of focus (EDF) algorithm was used to
flatten 10x, 20x, and 40x Z-stacks into two-dimensional images, only showing focused
regions of each optical slice. Images were taken through the rostro-caudal extent of the
IC. After imaging, the color channels brightness was manipulated using the lookup tables
(LUTs) moving the sliders closely apposed to the ends of the signal histogram to best
depict labeling observed though the microscope. All images were saved out of Nikon
Elements as lossless JPEG2000 files.
Sampling GAD/CX3CL1 periodicity at P12
Raw JPEG2000 images were opened in NIS-Elements and exported as
uncompressed TIFF files to be opened in ImageJ software (NIH, Bethesda, MD) in order
to create brightness plot profiles for each channel. Mid-rostrocaudal sections of the IC
were used where the modular-extramodular organization is most apparent and a threshold
function was performed to clearly delineate modular-extramodular boundaries. Merged
channels were separated and converted to grayscale. A freehand tool with a line thickness
of 100μm was used to sample and fully encompass layer 2, GAD-positive modules in a
ventral-to-dorsal progression. Once the sampling contour was set, a region of interest
(ROI) function was utilized to duplicate and save the contour for use in other channels of
the same image. Sampling data for the two channels (green [GAD], red [CX3CL1])
provided a brightness profile pattern of the two fluorescent markers with respect to each
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other. Representative signal waveforms showed clear overlap in brightness peaks and
troughs, suggesting alignment of CX3CL1 patterning at P12 with GAD-defined modules.
Quantification of microglial cell density and location
JPEG2000 file format images of IC sections from rostral-to-caudal extents were
selected at random (density, n = 15 sections/age; location, n = minimum 9 sections/age)
and opened in NIS-Elements software. Using the LUTs, the image was optimized in the
GAD channel (red) in order to accentuate module labeling. Next the measurement tool
for area was utilized to draw freehand outlines around the LCIC and modules. Area was
calculated using the area tool under the measurement dropdown. To calculate total
volumetric MGC density in the LCIC, the green channel was selected and all MGCs
within the LCIC outline were counted using the count function then divided by the area
multiplied by the number of steps minus 1 and step size of the Z-series. Next, MGCs
were characterized as either within or outside of the modular zones. MGCs were
determined to be within a module if the entire soma was housed inside the modular
confines as defined previously with the freehand area tool. Modular area was subtracted
from total LCIC area to define modular versus extramodular area. Volumetric LCIC
MGC density was calculated as described above. To determine statistical differences
between overall MGC density as well as between modular and extramodular zones,
independent, two-tailed sample t-tests, assuming equal variance (Type 2), were run
comparing all ages (P0, 4, 8, 12, & 16) after passing a Shapiro-Wilk test for normality (p
> 0.05), with statistical significance defined as p < 0.05.
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RESULTS
I. Microglial cell presence and patterning in developing LCIC
Colonization of the postnatal IC by MGCs
Microglia are known to invade the central nervous system by embryonic day 9 in
mouse, making it reasonable to expect that MGCs would be present in the midbrain
during the early postnatal period (Thion & Garel, 2017). The data presented herein are
the first to describe MGC presence and patterning within the IC. Initial experiments
coupled immunocytochemical approaches (using Iba-1, a MGC marker) with a GAD67GFP mouse line to elucidate the presence of microglia with respect to emerging LCIC
compartments. At birth, MGCs are present in all subdivisions of the IC (Fig. 7a-c,
arrowheads in b). GAD-positive modules have not yet developed defined borders at this
age and MGCs are somewhat sporadic with no apparent organization. By P4, MGCs
chiefly reside in layer 2 of the LCIC and begin to localize to modular borders as GADpositive modules become more evident (Fig. 7d-f, dashed contours). At the peak period
of LCIC shaping (P8), MGCs are predominately found encompassing modularextramodular boundaries (Fig. 7g-i). By P12, MGCs have largely invaded modular
centers (Fig 7j-l). Lastly, at a post-hearing developmental timepoint (P16), MGCs exhibit
a more homogenous distribution throughout the IC, including within modular confines of
the LCIC (Fig. 7m-o). Immunocytochemical labeling with Iba-1 at all ages was sparse,
which has been experienced by other labs also working in developing mouse. That said,
these pilot experiments still provided initial insights concerning global MGC patterning
during the early critical period for shaping of the LCIC fine structure connectivity maps.
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Figure 7. Developmental progression of Iba-1 expression, showing microglial cells (red) with emerging
GAD-positive modules (green) at P0 (a-c), P4 (d-f), P8 (g-i), P12 (j-l), and P16 (m-o). At birth, MGCs are
present in all IC subdivisions (arrowheads in b). At this age, GAD-positive modules are not readily
apparent and MGCs are sporadic, not appearing to be organized in any specific manner. By P4, GAD
modules become evident and MGCs are largely localized to the LCIC, namely occupying layer 2 and
beginning to localize to modular borders. At P8, the vast majority of MGCs are positioned at modularextramodular boundaries (dashed contours), before invading modular confines at P12. At P16, MGCs are
more homogeneously distributed with a ramified morphology, clearly occupying modular zones. Scale bars
= 100µm.
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Validation of CX3CR1-GFP mouse line
In a variety of systems, neuronally expressed CX3CL1 (fractalkine) is involved in
the recruitment of MGCs and is an important signaling pathway during brain
development (Hoshiko et al., 2012; Zhan et al., 2014). To explore the potential
involvement of fractalkine-mediated MGC recruitment and positioning within the LCIC,
CX3CR1-GFP knock-in mice were utilized where heterozygous (CX3CR1+/GFP) and
homozygous (CX3CR1GFP/GFP) animals have GFP-labeled MGCs with functional and
compromised fractalkine receptors (CX3CR1), respectively. Validation of this mouse line
was done using immunostaining for Iba-1, the previously mentioned MGC-specific
calcium binding protein. CX3CR1 expression colocalized specifically with Iba-1
immunostaining, verifying that the CX3CR1-GFP knock-in mouse line selectively labels
MGCs (Fig. 8).

Figure 8. Confirmation of CX3CR1-GFP mouse line with known microglial marker in P12 mouse.
Epifluorescent flattened-stack verifying fractalkine receptor (CX3CR1) expression (green) is specific to
MGCs, colocalizing with Iba-1 (MGC-specific ionized calcium binding adaptor protein 1, red) in the LCIC.
Scale bar = 20µm.
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Fractalkine-dependent recruitment of microglia to LCIC structures
Density of microglia appears to increase with postnatal age in mice with both
functional and compromised fractalkine signaling. Consistent with Iba-1 findings, MGCs
are present in the IC at birth regardless of microglial fractalkine receptor functionality
(Fig. 9a-c; Fig. 10a). By P4, MGCs begin to largely localize around emerging modular
zones in layer 2 of the LCIC in both CX3CR1+/GFP and CX3CR1GFP/GFP mice (Fig. 9d-f;
Fig. 10b). MGCs present with a characteristic pattern, similar to what is observed in other
systems (i.e. barrel cortex, dLGN, & olfactory bulb), in that they surround discrete
compartments, in this case developing modular zones, at the critical period of IC circuit
assembly, P8 (Fig. 9g-i; Fig. 10c). Conspicuous differences between CX3CR1+/GFP and
CX3CR1GFP/GFP littermates are readily apparent at P12. When microglia are able to signal
through the fractalkine receptor (in heterozygous mice), MGCs consistently invade
modular zones, displaying a homogenous distribution throughout the IC (Fig. 9j-l).
However, in the absence of functional fractalkine signaling though CX3CR1 (in
homozygous mice), there appears to be a delay in the migration of MGCs into layer 2
modular compartments (Fig. 10d). This finding is consistent with delayed migration into
barrel centers observed in somatosensory cortex with compromised fractalkine signaling
during peak periods of circuitry refinement (Hoshiko et al., 2012). In line with these
previous studies in unimodal systems, delayed invasion into modular zones seen in
CX3CR1GFP/GFP mice appears transient. By P16, MGCs have a homogenous distribution
throughout the LCIC comparable to that of CX3CR1+/GFP littermates (Fig. 9m-o; Fig
10e).
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Figure 9. Developmental progression of MGC patterning in CX3CR1+/GFP mice. MGCs (green) with
respect to emerging GAD-positive modules (red, dashed contours). Microglia are present at birth (a-c,
arrowheads in c), with overall density appearing to increase with age. MGCs largely surround modular
confines between P4-P8 (d-i) before invading by P12 (j-l). Microglia remain homogenously distributed
through the IC at P16, with a seemingly more ramified morphology (m-o). Scale bars = 50µm.

before recovering a homogenous distribution throughout the IC by P16 (e). Scale bars = 50µm.

avoid modular confines between P4-P8 (b, c), however, with compromised fractalkine signaling MGC invasion into modular confines is delayed at P12 (d),

dashed contours). Microglia are present at birth (a), with overall density appearing to increase with age similar to heterozygous littermates. MGCs largely

Figure 10. Developmental progression of MGC patterning in CX3CR1 GFP/GFP mice. MGCs (green) with respect to emerging GAD-positive modules (red,
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CX3CL1/CX3CR1 signaling controls MGC invasion into LCIC modular zones
Around hearing onset in mice (P12), neurochemical modular development, as
well as multimodal terminal afferents, resembles that of the adult animal (Dillingham et
al., 2017; Lamb-Echegaray et al., 2019). At this timepoint when a blueprint of LCIC
compartmentalization and circuit assembly appears complete, fractalkine signaling seems
to determine the temporal invasion of MGCs into modular zones. In CX3CR1+/GFP mice,
MGCs are homogenous throughout the LCIC, suggesting migration into modular
domains by P12 (Fig. 11a-c). However, in the absence of functional CX3CL1/CX3CR1
signaling, MGCs at this age are delayed in their migration into the modules, with most
still residing at modular borders or in the surrounding extramodular space (Fig. 11d-f).

Figure 11. Comparison of LCIC MGC location at P12 in CX3CR1+/GFP and CX3CR1GFP/GFP mice.
Microglia (green) reliably occupy GAD-defined LCIC modules (red) at P12 with functional CX3CR1CX3CL1 signaling (a-c), however, in CX3CR1GFP/GFP mice with compromised signaling such
migration into modular core zones appears delayed (d-f). Scale bars = 50µm.
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Fractalkine-mediated MGC density differences at critical period of shaping
MGC density increased steadily in the for both genotypes over the examined
critical period before significantly dropping at P16. At P4 and P8, MGC density in
CX3CR1+/GFP mice is greater when compared to CX3CR1GFP/GFP littermates. This
difference in density is not sustained, as such differences are not observed at P12, but
reemerge in the early post-hearing period (P16) (Fig. 12a). Consistent with qualitative
observations, significantly more MGCs occupy modular zones at P12 in CX3CR1+/GFP
mice as compared to CX3CR1GFP/GFP mice (Fig. 12b). By P16, MGCs maintain a
homogenous distribution throughout the LCIC with no discrimination between
occupancy of modular or extramodular domains, confirming a transient delay of
migration into modular zones in the absence of functional fractalkine signaling.

sections/age, * = p < 0.01, ** = p < 0.001 (a). n = minimum 9 sections/age, * = p < 0.05 (b).

at P12. Delayed migration is transient as MGC density within the modules is comparable to heterozygous littermates by P16 (b). Significance is p < 0.05. n = 15

CX3CR1+/GFP littermates (a). Fractalkine-mediated MGC recruitment is delayed in CX3CR1GFP/GFP mice as there are less MGCs occupying LCIC modular cores

CX3CR1GFP/GFP mice. When fractalkine signaling is compromised significantly less MGCs are recruited to the LCIC at P4, P8, and P16 compared to

(b). MGC density significantly increases in the LCIC with age until hearing onset, (P12), before significantly dropping by P16 in both CX3CR1+/GFP and

Figure 12. Quantification of microglial cell density in the LCIC at developmental age/genotype (a) as well as modular/extramodular cell positioning and density
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II. Fractalkine expression in the developing LCIC
At birth, neuronal fractalkine expression is present in the LCIC, but sparse and
not as apparent in other IC subdivisions (Fig. 13a, b). At P4 and P8, CX3CL1 expression
patterns continue to persist as a bias to dorsal LCIC (Fig. 13c-f). By P12, there is an
appreciable shift in localization of CX3CL1 expression patterns to neuronal populations
within modular zones (Fig. 13g, h). Modular GAD-positive neurons rarely colocalize
with fractalkine-expressing cells. After the critical period of development, fractalkine
expression becomes homogenously distributed throughout the IC, including the LCIC
(Fig. 13i, j).
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Figure 13. Developmental progression of fractalkine (CX3CL1) expression (red) with respect to emerging
GAD-positive LCIC modules (green, dashed contours). Inset boxes in low magnification images (a, c, e, g,
i) are shown at higher magnification in (b, d, f, h, j). Scale bars (a, c, e, g, i) = 200µm and (b, d, f, h, j) =
100µm.
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When the cytoarchitecture of the LCIC is well defined at P12, CX3CL1
expression overlaps GAD-defined modular zones, with less expression in extramodular
spaces of the LCIC (Fig. 14a-c). Interestingly, this expression pattern coincides with
MGC invasion into the modular zones at P12 in CX3CR1+/GFP mice. Cell populations in
the modular zones seem to be largely distinct from one another as not all GAD-positive
cells also express CX3CL1 (Fig 14d-f). Brightness profile sampling of GAD and
CX3LR1 expression patterns encompassed the full extent of modular zones in layer 2 of
the LCIC (Fig. 15a). Sampling contours bisects modules in a ventral-to-dorsal fashion,
yielding GAD and CX3CL1 expression patterns that are clearly periodic and in phase
with each other (Fig. 15b).

Figure 14. Overlap of modular GAD (green) and CX3CL1 (red) expression at P12. In keeping with MGC
recruitment into modular zones at this age as observed in CX3CR1+/GFP mice with functional fractalkine
signaling (a-c). Higher magnifications (d-f) of insets in (a) showing modular fractalkine expression and
GAD-positive neurons that have little overlap with CX3CL1 expressing cells (d-f). Scale bars (a-c) =
100µm and (d-f) = 50µm.

CX3CL1 (fractalkine) expression at P12 (b). Scale bar = 100µm.

Figure 15. Brightness profile sampling across layer 2 LCIC modular fields (a) showing clear signal overlap in labeling of GAD-positive modules and
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DISCUSSION
The present experiments implicate MGCs in midbrain development and provide
insights regarding potential mechanisms underlying multimodal LCIC
compartmentalization and circuitry refinement. The results provide the first description of
microglial cell presence in the nascent LCIC, dynamic changes in their patterning over an
early critical period, as well as an initial assessment of fractalkine-mediated MGC
recruitment into defined LCIC compartments. Findings are in keeping with CX3CL1CX3CR1 signaling previously established in other systems of developing mouse and rat
concerning MGC patterning and recruitment (Fiske & Brunjes, 2000; Schafer et al.,
2012; Hoshiko et al., 2012). Our findings strongly suggest a role for MGCs in
multimodal LCIC circuit assembly and refinement. MGCs have colonized the midbrain
by birth and soon after appear to recognize emerging boundaries of its characteristic
modular-extramodular framework. Fractalkine (CX3CL1) is an important chemotactic
signal for fractalkine receptor (CX3CR1)-expressing MGCs for recruitment to the site of
action (Paolicelli et al., 2014). Our findings suggest that in the LCIC, CX3CL1/CX3CR1
is involved in overall MGC recruitment into the LCIC, as well as responsible for the
occupancy of LCIC modular confined by MGCs coincident with the peak of multimodal
projection shaping.
I. Microglial cell presence and patterning in developing LCIC
Our experiments indicate the presence of MGCs within the midbrain at birth. As
mentioned above, MGCs are involved in projection pattern refinement as well as synaptic
maturation during critical periods of several unimodal systems (Paolicelli et al., 2011;
Schafer et al., 2012; Nayak et al., 2014; Miyamoto et al., 2016; Hoshiko et al., 2018).
While examining analogous critical periods, our studies focused on the shaping of
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multimodal aspects of the LCIC. Our immunocytochemical approaches provided the first
evidence of MGC presence during the early postnatal period of LCIC shaping. During
this time MGCs bias to layer 2 of the LCIC before the period of peak shaping of
modular-extramodular circuitry. Usually by P4, and certainly by P8, microglia surround
emergent modules prior to invading modular confines by P12 (Fig. 16). MGCs are
homogenously distributed throughout the IC at P16 with a seemingly more ramified
morphology than the earliest ages, suggestive of a resting or surveilling state (Fig. 9m,
10e). Sparse labeling of MGCs encountered with initial Iba-1 staining was initially
unexpected, before learning that several other labs have experienced similar results with
the same antibody when used in developing mouse. Regardless, these pilot experiments
provided initial insights that helped guide subsequent experimentation and displayed the
general distribution of MGCs within the LCIC during the early postnatal period. Such
insights from this sporadic labeling were later corroborated in our transgenic CX3CR1GFP mouse line.
We hypothesized a chemokine, fractalkine (CX3CL1), might be involved in the
observed MGC patterning seen in our pilot experiments. In barrel fields of somatosensory
cortex, CX3CL1 is important for fractalkine receptor (CX3CR1)-expressing MGCs to
invade developing barrel centers at the critical period of shaping for that system (Hoshiko
et al., 2012). Using the same CX3CR1-GFP mouse line, we report similar findings, as
CX3CL1/CX3CR1 signaling appears to play a role in LCIC MGC recruitment, as well as
subsequent invasion into developing modular zones. We validated our CX3CR1-GFP
mouse line with Iba-1 labeling that co-localized with GFP-positive MGCs. In
CX3CR1+/GFP mice with functioning CX3CR1/CX3CL1 signaling, the overall MGC
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patterning was consistent with the pilot Iba-1 results, however, MGC density was greater
at every age since GFP expression was more robust in microglia of the transgenic mouse
line than our immunostaining Iba-1.
Our data show that in CX3CR1GFP/GFP mice with compromised fractalkine
signaling significant differences arise in MGC recruitment and positioning when
compared to CX3CR1+/GFP littermates. During the early postnatal period from P4-P8,
CX3CR1GFP/GFP mice have overall fewer MGCs in the LCIC than CX3CR1+/GFP
littermates, suggesting that at these ages fractalkine signaling recruits most of the
CX3CR1-expressing MGCs to the LCIC. However, this observed difference is no longer
apparent by P12. Interestingly, without functioning CX3CR1 on MGCs, there is a delay
of migration into modular cores at P12, which coincides with the peak period of shaping
IC circuitry, regardless of comparable overall LCIC MGC density to CX3CR1+/GFP
littermates. This finding is consistent with what is observed in the barrel fields of
somatosensory cortex in developing mouse (Hoshiko et al., 2012). Fractalkine signaling
does not appear to control the initial set up of LCIC projection maps, but rather seems
important in controlling the time course of microglial invasion into modular domains for
potential subsequent map refinement. Finally, at a post-hearing timepoint (P16), MGCs in
both CX3CR1+/GFP and CX3CR1GFP/GFP exhibit a homogenous distribution throughout the
IC and are readily encountered in both modular/extramodular zones of the LCIC. That
said, MGC density is significantly lower at P16 in homozygous mutants. Such
quantitative findings suggest (1) that MGCs may not remain viable within the LCIC in
the absence of fractalkine signaling, or (2) no new MGCs are recruited, while total LCIC
volume increases with continued growth, yielding reduced densities.
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II. Fractalkine expression in the developing LCIC
Fractalkine signaling plays an important role regulating plasticity of neural
circuits during normal development and has functional consequences on behavior,
learning, and memory (Paolicelli et al., 2014). When the fractalkine signaling pathway is
compromised in mice, there are persistent deficits in excitatory synaptic maturation,
reduced functional brain connectivity, as well as impaired social interaction and increased
repetitive behaviors associated with ASD and other neurodevelopmental disorders (Zhan
et al., 2014). In the IC, fractalkine is present at birth and displays a dorsal LCIC bias
during the first postnatal week. The presence of CX3CL1 is indicative of neuronmicroglia crosstalk that occurs during early development as seen in other systems.
Coincident with MGC invasion into modular cores at P12 in CX3CR1+/GFP mice,
CX3CL1 expression exhibits a discontinuous patchy layer 2 pattern, overlapping with
GAD-positive modules (Fig. 16). Since there is delayed migration of MGCs into modular
domains without functional fractalkine receptor, it appears that this initial invasion is
CX3CL1/CX3CR1-dependent. Interestingly, different populations of neurons appear to
be expressing fractalkine at this age. GABAergic neurons rarely colocalize with
CX3CL1-expressing neurons, which is consistent with previous findings that excitatory
synaptic maturation is reduced in the absence of functional fractalkine signaling (Zhan et
al., 2014). Similar to what is seen in barrel fields of the somatosensory cortex, after the
peak period of shaping, CX3CL1 expression is more homogenous throughout all
subdivisions of the IC.
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Figure 16. Schematic depiction of MGC and fractalkine patterns during the early critical period of
development for LCIC circuitry refinement in CX3CR1 +/GFP and CX3CR1GFP/GFP mice. Regardless of
functional fractalkine signaling, MGCs are present in the LCIC at birth, and surround emerging modular
zones at P4 and P8. At these ages, neuronal fractalkine (CX3CL1) expression has a dorsal LCIC bias. By
P12, CX3CL1 expression shifts appreciably to overlap with GAD-positive modular zones. Coincidently,
with functional fractalkine signaling, MGCs migrate into modular cores with compromised fractalkine
signaling this migration is delayed at P12. By P16, homogeneous LCIC microglial distributions are
observed regardless of genotype.

III. Summary
Many mechanisms shape connectivity maps during normal development,
including molecular (Eph-ephrin and other guidance interactions) and activity-dependent
mechanisms. Microglia have been heavily implicated recently in early shaping of
neuronal circuits in a variety of systems with increasing evidence that MGCs are vital to
synaptic maturation and proper functional connectivity mapping during early critical
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periods of unimodal development, which begs the question whether analogous roles are
at play in emerging multisensory structures. Our study provides foundational insights
regarding the potential influence MGCs have on shaping multimodal connectivity maps
of the LCIC, along with the likely role of fractalkine signaling in MGC recruitment in
this system. Here we provide evidence that MGCs are not only present, but exhibit
dynamic temporal and spatial patterns that strongly implicate them in sculpting events of
early multisensory midbrain circuits. Furthermore, findings from this study also implicate
CX3CL1 in MGC recruitment and positioning within the LCIC.
The presented data are seminal in that they provide the first evidence that MGCs
are indeed involved in early shaping of multimodal circuits. Much work remains to
determine exact mechanisms by which MGCs mediate circuit refinement in the LCIC.
Future projects aim to elucidate heterogeneous MGC populations during midbrain
development and their likely unique roles and responsibilities (Hammond et al., 2019).
Experiments coupling tract-tracing with assessments of lysosomal activity in MGCs will
elucidate if active engulfment mechanisms as described in other systems are also at play
in refining LCIC circuits. Such experiments will also determine if the refinement is
fractalkine-dependent or utilizes other known signaling pathways for selective refinement
of underutilized connections (e.g. classical complement pathway). In collaboration with
Dr. Lincoln Gray in the Department of Communication Sciences and Disorders at JMU,
behavioral assessments of CX3CR1+/GFP and CX3CR1GFP/GFP mice are ongoing to assess
any functional and behavioral differences in acoustic startle responses in response to both
unimodal and multimodal pre-pulse cues.
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